Location MT23
SO 7529 6015
Scar Cottage road cutting
Photo A

On the B4204 road at Location MT23, there are cuttings
both sides of the road, but the one to be studied is on the
east side near to the traffic signs and has a verge of about
3m width (Photo A).
SAFETY: when examining this cutting when standing on
the verge, ensure you at all times keep in mind traffic
coming along the road – this road can be busy and
vehicles fast-moving.

* Look at the rock exposure. There is a clearly-defined
layering all along it, tilted very gently towards the left.
Looking more closely, in detail this layering is composed
of a wide variety of structures including flat thin bedding,
cross laminations, cross bedding and irregular erosion
surfaces. The presence of cross-stratification indicates, as
at Location MT22, that these rocks are of sedimentary
origin. These rocks at MT23 are part of the same
geological formation as those at MT22, and were
deposited by rivers. The cross-bedding (seen well in the
middle to lower part of the exposure) is on a much
smaller scale at Location MT23 and indicates the river
channels were smaller and shallower. Much of the cross
stratification slopes from top left to bottom right; working
out the direction of flow is again not easy anywhere on
the exposure as it is mostly 2-dimensional, but in some
places, weathering (or birds?) has/have produced cavities
(much like those seen at Location MT22) where the cross
stratification can be seen in three dimensions.

Find the part of the exposure seen in Photo B (in the
centre-right of the cutting).

Photo U2

Estimate the direction of flow of the water currents that
laid down the cross-bedding seen in the middle of
Photo B. What direction do you get? Is this the same or
does it contrast with the flow directions at Location
MT22?

* There is also a thinly developed flat bedding evident in
the exposure, both in the lower 1/3 (Photo C), and the
upper 1/3. This has a gentle dip into the cutting (Photo C)
and this dip is likely to be a result of tectonic movement in
the geological past: the flat beds are considered here to
have been deposited horizontally (rather than them being
any form of cross-bedding). The thin flat bedding in this
depositional environment is likely to have been created by
sediment-loaded sheets of water spreading out onto flat
ground adjacent to river channels during repeated
episodes of flooding.
Photo C

The area of cross-bedding in the middle 1/3 of the
exposure is also characterised by numerous erosion
surfaces (Photo D). The flat beds in the lower 1/3 of the
exposure in the area of Photo C have been cut away by
eroding water currents along a long downward-curving
surface, marking the base of a river channel. This is
overlain by several successive cross beds, each in turn
have been eroded by the one above. The top of the crossbedded part of the exposure has also been cut irregularly
away by eroding currents prior to deposition of flat beds
returning.
Photo D

* Like at Location MT22, the rock is a reddish-brown
colour, and mostly weakly cemented. Locally, there are
thin light-coloured bands of siliceous cement following
the stratification (Photo D to left of hammer). Possibly,
greater areas of cement were present and have been

weathered out to form the localised cavities (or they may
be created by nesting birds e.g. sand martins!)

* Look at the coarse-grained clasts in the exposures (such
as seen in Photo E). There are granule-size and pebble-size
clasts. Are they generally rounded or angular or a
mixture? What are the clasts made of?

Photo U5
Grain/clast size, composition, and degree of sorting in
water-lain sedimentary rocks usually indicates the
strength of water currents and the amount of time the
sedimentary material was carried.

Poorly sorted sediments containing a variety of grain /
clast sizes and grains / clasts that are likely to disintegrate
easily (e.g. weakly-cemented muds or sands) are more
likely to be deposited close to their source.
Compare this rock with that seen at Location MT4.
Here there are more sandy and pebbly deposits than at
Location MT4, indicating overall an active, energetic
environment commonly formed by ‘braided’ river systems
today; more muddy river deposits like those are Location
MT4 are mostly formed by generally slower, meandering
rivers with broad level flood plains.
Fill in the gaps and delete as required, in the following
sentences:
Evidence at Location MT23 and from studies elsewhere
indicates that the reddish-brown sandstones were
originally deposited by rivers flowing mainly towards the
……………………. [which direction?]. The crumbly nature of
much of the rock indicates ……………… [lots or little?] water
containing dissolved minerals in the sand was available to
produce a cement all through the rock to make it hard.
The succession of structures and grain sizes up through
the rock exposure indicates that most of the rock exposed
was laid down by successive ………………………. (river
channels or sheet floods), punctuated for a time on two

occasions by eroding, faster-flowing water in
…………………………………….. (river channels or sheet floods).
These channels flowed mostly towards the
………………….…… [which direction?], from a source area
further to the west. Although the sedimentary material is
mostly ……………………… (calcite or quartz), which can resist
been carried long distances, some material in the channel
deposits is weakly cemented and therefore likely to have
been eroded from deposits laid down in the same
environment further upriver.

The traverse is now complete.

